Yarn
Adriafil Yarns

Materials
20 g Uno A Ritorto 8 yarn in White N° 02;
several g of the same yarn in Pink N° 03.
2 buttons
Crochet hook N° 2.00

Pattern Stitches
Chain stitch
Single crochet
Double crochet

Half Treble Stitch
Treble stitch
Crab stitch: work like dc from left to right.

Gauge
The sole measures 4.5x10 cm.

Working Instructions
Sole: consists of 2 sections, an upper (interior) and a lower (exterior) section. To work the upper section, with the White yarn cast on a chain of 11 st. and, as from second chain on hook, work 1 dc in each of the next 9 chs, 3 dcs in the last chain, turn over work and cont. in dc even on the other side of the starting chain; end with 1 sc in the last chain; then, work 11 chs and work in same way as the first 11 chains. Cont. in dc working in rounds over all the stitches always working 3 sts in each stitch of the tip and ending every row with 1 sc in the starting st. At end of row 7, break off and bind the yarn. Work bottom in same way.

Back strap: with the White yarn cast on a chain of 41 st. and, as from second chain on hook, work 1 dc over both sides of the starting chain; at the same time, work 1 button hole, at one end, inside 2 stitches. Trim work in crab stitch, then break off and bind the yarn.

Front strap: with the White yarn cast on a chain of 26 st. and, as from second chain on hook, work 6 rows in dc. Trim one long side in crab stitch; then trim in same way the other long side, but skipping 1st every 3 sts so as to reduce edge slightly (interior side).

Front band: with the White yarn cast on a chain of 26 st. and, as from second chain on hook, work 8 rows in dc. Trim one long side in crab stitch; trim in same way the other long side, but skipping 1st every 4 st. so as to reduce edge slightly (exterior side).

Tea Rose: with the pink yarn, cast on a chain of 6 st, closing with a sc loop in the first chain and, in the loop obtained, work: (1 dc, 1 half tr, 3 trs, 1 half tr) 5 times; break off and bind the yarn.

Making Up and Finish
Join the two parts of the sole working 1 row of crab stitch all around. Sew on the front band at 1.5 cm from front tip of sole leaving the smaller edge towards the tip. Sew on the front strap at 1 cm from prev. band leaving the smaller edge towards the opposite tip. Join the side without the buttonhole of the back strap to the front strap and sew button on the front strap. Work the other sandal to match the first. Trim the front band with 3 tea roses.